Summary

QUALITATIVE AND MODIFYING ADJECTIVES
IN THE DICTIONARIES OF DANIEL ADAM
OF VELESLOVÁ

The paper is devoted to qualitative and modifying adjectives incorporated by Daniel Adam of Veleslová into his dictionaries Dictionarium linguae latinae (published in 1579), Nomenclator tribus linguarum (1586), Nomenclator quadrilinguis and Silva quadrilinguis (both published in 1598). The adjectives are investigated in terms of word-formation and compared to the overall contemporary vocabulary as well as to the lexicon of the preceding Old Czech period. The majority of the adjectives used by Veleslová belongs to the common humanistic vocabulary, many of them had been used continuously since the Old Czech period. Some lexemes were newly created by Veleslová for the needs of his dictionaries (usually on the basis of foreign language patterns). In formation of the analysed adjectives, all word-formation procedures and almost all word formation types used for creation of qualitative and modifying adjectives in the Old and Middle Czech have been employed; using some of them, Veleslová deviates from the contemporary average practice. Even some new, so far undescribed types of word formation, though existing since the Old Czech period, have been recorded, namely intensification of meaning by the prefix nad- or attenuation of meaning by the prefixes po- and pod-.
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